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MEDIA RELEASE
WINTER OLYMPICS - DOPING
THE SUSPENSION OF EVI SACHENBACHER-STEHLE
REDUCED TO SIX MONTHS

Lausanne, 14 November 2014 – The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) has today issued its decision
in the appeal of the German cross-country skier and biathlete, Evi Sachenbacher-Stehle, who filed an
appeal at the CAS against the decision of the IBU Anti-Doping Panel to impose a two year period of
ineligibility on her, following a positive doping control (methylhexanamine) at the Sochi 2014 Winter
Olympic Games.
In her appeal to the CAS, Ms Sachenbacher-Stehle sought to have such decision overturned. The CAS
Panel, composed of Prof. Luigi Fumagalli, Italy (President), Mr Jeffrey G. Benz, USA, and Mr Patrick
Lafranchi, Switzerland, heard the parties at a hearing at the CAS headquarters in Lausanne on
12 November 2014.
Having considered the parties’ submissions and oral evidence, the Panel has partially upheld
Ms Sachenbacher-Stehle’s appeal, finding that the adverse analytical finding was due to contamination
and that the athlete’s degree of fault was minimal. Accordingly, it has decided to modify the IBU AntiDoping Panel’s decision in order to impose, pursuant to Art. 10.4 of the IBU anti-doping rules, a
sanction of six months beginning on the date of sample collection (17 February 2014), and to cancel
the competitive results of Ms Sachenbacher-Stehle as from 17 February 2014 until the conclusion of
her six-month suspension on 16 August 2014.
In view of the fact that Ms Sachenbacher-Stehle suspension has now concluded, the Panel has issued
its decision today and will provide the full arbitral award, containing the grounds for its decision at a
later date.

For further information related to the CAS activity and procedures in general, please contact either Mr Matthieu
Reeb, CAS Secretary General, or Ms Katy Hogg, Communications Officer. Château de Béthusy, Avenue de
Beaumont 2, 1012 Lausanne, Switzerland. media@tas-cas.org; Tel: (41 21) 613 50 00; fax: (41 21) 613 50 01,
or consult the CAS website: www.tas-cas.org

